Design practitioners have long believed that web interfaces are at a disadvantage compared to desktop interfaces because the web page model may cause change blindness more than non-page based interfaces. To evaluate this concern, a within-subjects experiment was set up to test various change types in a mock web application. User performance was better when a page loaded as normal and when elements changed instantly on screen compared to a half-second flicker change type. However, change detection rates were only 5% greater and response times only 0.1 second faster for the instant change compared to page loading. This shows that there is some change blindness effect due to the Web’s page-by-page architecture, but it is not nearly as disconcerting as practitioners have long believed. Furthermore, single page applications that minimize full-page refreshes may help reduce the incidence of change blindness on the web.
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INTRODUCTION

Change Blindness

Imagine looking at a digital photograph of two men standing side by side, each wearing suits and top hats of different colors and styles. Now, imagine that the men’s hats are swapped in the photograph while you are looking at it. Do you think you would notice such a change? Intuitively, most people would assume they could recognize such a change. In reality, though, there is good evidence to the contrary. In fact, the psychologist John Grimes (1996) showed that it is possible to make such a change to a photograph and 100% of viewers will not notice the change. In this case, the change was made during an eye saccade, a movement of the eye that happens between fixations.

The research by Grimes discussed the idea of “functional blindness”, where people perfectly capable of seeing are effectively blind to something that happens within their view. In research since Grimes’ work, one form of functional blindness has been referred to as “change blindness”. Change blindness is the phenomenon occurring when a person fails to recognize a change has occurred in her field of vision due to a distraction that occurs during the change, such as blinking or a screen flashing (Rensink, 2000). In these instances, a change occurring during a blink or a flashing screen is similar to a change during an eye saccade. Rensink also coined a phrase for this type of sequence: the one-shot paradigm. In the one-shot paradigm, used in several change blindness studies, a
person’s view of a scene is obstructed for half a second, during which a change occurs. Often, people fail to detect most changes during such a sequence.

**Change Blindness in HCI**

The discovery of change blindness in the field of psychology eventually caught the attention of system designers in the Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) world. In a 2001 SIGCHI Bulletin, editor William Hudson cited the need to design systems that specifically compensate for change blindness and, in 2011, Bill Scott (Director of UI Engineering at Netflix at the time) reiterated this concern in his presentation at the User Interface Engineering 16 Conference.

In both instances, the biggest concern that Hudson and Scott raised is that of the way web pages load. In the traditional web page model, a web page is requested from a server by a client and rendered in the browser. The protocol that handles most of this is the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), which is stateless. Thus, when the user clicks a link to visit a new page, even on the same site, a new page is requested and is rendered, but may be preceded by a blank screen flash. This blank screen is similar to Rensink’s one-shot paradigm in that both instances have a blank screen or “flash” that occurs during the change event (Figure 1).
A more realistic example can be visualized using webpagetest.org. This site shows a “film strip” of a web page loading in a browser with an empty cache. In Figure 2, it’s apparent that the web page loads after almost 1.5 seconds of blank screen.

The concern among designers and HCI practitioners is that the blank screens preceding a web page loading function similarly to Rensink’s one-shot paradigm. This is not as big of a concern for “continuous” interfaces, such as desktop and mobile applications, which do not rely on the page metaphor used on the web.

If users fail to notice changes in an interface, the effect can range from innocuous, such as the time an employee wastes when searching for a link on a company website, to

Figure 1: Rensink’s (2005) one-shot paradigm on the left; web page loading on the right

Figure 2: A “film strip” view of a web page loading on webpagetest.org [http://www.webpagetest.org/result/150310_X9_16D0/]
possibly life-threatening, as when a pilot misses a particular setting in an interface (Varakin, Levin, & Fidler, 2008). If the web is more prone to change blindness than other interfaces, then user interface designers need to be aware of the causes and remedies for the phenomenon.

Several studies in HCI have shown that non-web interfaces are very prone to change blindness effects. Huhtala, Mäntyjärvi, Ahtinen, Ventä, & Isomursu (2009) showed that users of a mobile application experienced change blindness in an emulated smart environment, where icons changed as the user moved from one physical space to another. Davies and Beeharee (2012) similarly showed that users were change-blind to icons on a mobile device where the test application was built to emulate a grid of icons similar to standard iPhone and Android interfaces. The Davies et al. study was conducted using a native application on a mobile device. The research presented here is based on a similar experimental design, but applied to the web.

Other studies have explored change blindness in desktop or workstation interfaces, too. Durlach and Chen (2003) studied military staff using the Force XXI Battle Command Brigade and Below system (FBCB2) and how overlaying windows in the interface may induce change blindness. They found that visually obscuring changes dropped detection rates from 90% to 50%, indicating a large change blindness effect.

The HCI field is lacking research studies specifically focused on websites and change blindness. Though there is a fear among researchers, such as Hudson, and practitioners, such as Scott, that the architecture of the web encourages change blindness, there is not a lot of research evidence to support the claim. Perhaps the assumption is it is obvious and without merit to research—if this phenomenon happens on desktop applications, then it
must happen in higher latency applications with longer feedback loops, such as those built for the web. Part of the impetus for this research is to confirm this underlying assumption among researchers and practitioners.

**Research Focus**

The following research focuses on change blindness and the traditional web page model. The goal of the research is to explore if the traditional web page model does indeed induce change blindness, whether page loads influence this phenomenon, and if instantaneous changes on a web page can reduce the probability of change blindness occurring.
LITERATURE REVIEW

Change Blindness in Psychology

There has been considerable research done on the phenomenon of change blindness in general, with slightly less, but still significant, amounts of work done on this topic in the context of UI design. Change blindness as it applies to UI design is the scope for the following review.

Change blindness is often defined in psychology literature as failing to notice even large changes in a scene due to a visual disruption (Rensink, 2000). A visual disruption may be an eye movement, the blink of an eye, or the flash of a screen (Rensink, 2005). The changes that go unnoticed can be somewhat large, for example a building in a photograph increases in size by 25%, or 33% of the birds in a photograph with 30 birds are removed (Grimes, 1996).

Aside from a visual disruption, there are other factors that impact a person’s ability to detect changes in a scene. Saliency, or the degree to which an object stands out from its surrounding, is a key factor in change detection. An object that is instantly deleted or added to a scene is more often detected than an object that changes slowly or intermittently (Heiner & Asokan, 2008). Relevancy of the change to the task at hand also affects change detection rates—changes perceived to be more relevant are more often noticed than those considered irrelevant (Rensink, 2002). Also, the domain knowledge of the person viewing a scene may influence the ability to detect changes. For example, in
Werner & Thies (2000), participants who were more knowledgeable about football were able to detect changes in images of football formations more easily than those less familiar with football.

The aforementioned research was all conducted in a controlled laboratory setting. At least one experiment has shown that change blindness can and does occur in the “real world”. Simons & Levin (1998) performed an experiment where a researcher starts a conversation with a participant and, in the middle of the conversation, the participant’s view is briefly disrupted by a door (being carried by some research assistants) while the researcher is replaced with a different person. On average, 50% of participants failed to notice their conversation partner had changed.

**Change Blindness in HCI**

Other disciplines, such as HCI and Human Factors, eventually picked up on the significance of the change blindness phenomenon in their own domains. Hudson (2001) wrote that designers must “design for the grand illusion” and take into account that vision is not continuous. Hudson even pointed to the web as being at a disadvantage compared to desktop applications, due to its brief screen “flash” between web pages.

Despite the concern that the web is a platform where change blindness is more likely to occur than in desktop applications, non-web applications have been more thoroughly researched than web applications. It has also been found that even non-web applications can induce a change blindness effect. Beeharee, West, & Hubbold (2003) explored ways to reduce network traffic in a distributed virtual environment by exploiting users’ visual attention, such as not rendering items that would be occluded in a scene. In part of their
experiment they changed up to 4 attributes simultaneously (color, orientation, speed, and contrast) and still some participants failed to notice a change in a scene. The research by Beeharee et al. would suggest that even changing several attributes of an element at once does not help to reduce change blindness, but other research has shown that users are actually very capable of detecting small changes when there is no visual disruption. In Durlach & Chen (2003), participants detected 90% of changes to a single icon on a digital military system UI when there was no change in screen activity for 5 seconds leading up to the change. Participants in Davies et al. (2012) were able to detect a change in a single icon out of 20 icons with no visual disruption 93% of the time. DiVita, Obermeyer, Nygren, & Linville (2004) conducted research on change blindness when using naval combat information displays. In their experiment, participants were asked to respond to changes on a primary combat display while occasionally attending to a second display where notifications would appear. For example, if an aircraft had changed its course, then an alert about an aircraft having changed course would appear on the second display and the primary display would go blank until the alert was acknowledged by the participant. Though the primary display screen “blanking” was artificial in this experimental context, its occurrence, along with the requirement of attending to a second display, caused participants to fail to detect the changed item on their first try 33% of the time.

In the aforementioned study by DiVita et al. (2004), all the participants had at least 2 years of experience in their field. This indicates that the notion that domain experience can mitigate change blindness, as found in Werner et al. (2000), is not entirely straightforward. Even when they are competent in the domain and the changes
are relevant to the task at hand, users can still be blind to changes that happen in interfaces.

**Change Blindness on the Web**

The web as a platform plays an integral role in both commercial and non-commercial life today, and this role will only continue to increase. The web is also becoming a platform for Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) and the storage of massive amounts of data in the “cloud” (Woods, 2014). With the increase in SaaS and cloud services, more web applications will be created to access them and may one day overtake desktop or mobile applications as the primary applications in users’ lives.

If the usage of web applications increases, it’s important to know if there is a built-in limitation to the web page model when it comes to the user experience. The following research sets out to expand our knowledge of change blindness in web page loading to determine if the problem exists and whether there is a means to mitigate it through the use of instantaneous updates in the browser.

**Hypotheses**

This research explores how traditional web page loading causes change blindness, whether page loading alters the likelihood of change blindness occurring, and whether instantaneous changes without a page load decrease change blindness. These goals can be summarized with the following hypotheses:

1. There is no difference between a one-shot paradigm (“flicker”) type of change and the type of change created by a web page loading.
2. Instantaneously changing elements on a page decreases the likelihood of changeblindness significantly more than a page load.

The following methodology explains how the researcher set out to address these hypotheses.
**METHODOLOGY**

1. **Design**

1.1 **Independent Variables**

1.1.1 **Change Type**

Change type was a categorical independent variable with 3 possible values: flicker, page load, and instant.

“**Flicker**” (Figure 3): This change type served as a control as it is the most similar to Rensink’s (2005) one-shot paradigm. JavaScript was used to hide the content of the page for half a second while a change happened in one of the 5 change locations. After half a second, the page would show again with its changed element.

![Figure 3: “Flicker” change type example with image changing in Original Set block.](image)

“**Page Load**” (Figure 4): This change type represents the way the web was built to work with full pages loaded from requests to servers. The page is presented to the user and then reloaded from the server, with new HTML that shows the changed element. The page
was presented to participants as any normal web page in their browser would be, meaning its rendering and loading time were based on the participant’s bandwidth, browser, operating system, and so on.

**Figure 4**: Page load change type example with image changing in Original Set block.

“**Instant**” (Figure 5): One of the 5 elements on the page change instantaneously. There is no blank screen or page reload involved.

**Figure 5**: Instantaneous change type example with image changing in Original Set block.
1.1.2 Page Type

Page type was a categorical controlled variable that represented the style of layout for the page shown to a participant during a trial. The page types were: Home page (Figure 6), Category page (Figure 7), and Product page (Figure 8). The pages were intended to be visually similar to prototypical e-commerce website pages, to provide a realistic environment for participants.

1.1.3 Change Location

Change location was a categorical controlled variable that represented which part of a page changed during a trial. There were 5 different locations that could possibly change. This prevented participants from memorizing the change location and always attending to the same element. Two of the 5 locations, the logo and the search box, were in the header of the site template, so they repeated across page types. The change locations are shown in Figures 6, 7, and 8, surrounded by light blue rectangles.
Figure 6: Change locations on the Home page type
Figure 7: Change locations on the Category page type
Figure 8: Change locations on the Product page type

The change locations are described for each page type as follows:

Home Page

• Logo: The logo icon could change from red to blue
• Search Box: The empty search box could be populated with placeholder text
• Button: The “Shop Clearance” button text could change to “View the Sales”
• Image 1: The image in the Original Set block could change to another image
• Image 2: The image in the Size block could change from red to white

Category Page

• Logo: The logo icon could change from red to blue
1.2 Dependent Variables

1.2.1 Change Detection

Change detection was a categorical dependent variable measuring the status of a participant’s response. Change detection had three values: correct, incorrect, or timeout. “Correct” designated that the user selected the correct element that had changed during the trial before the 5-second timer expired. “Incorrect” designated that the user selected the wrong element during a trial before the 5-second timer expired. “Timeout” designated that the user did not select an element before the 5-second timer expired.

1.2.2 Response Time

Response time was a dependent variable, measured in milliseconds. This was a measure of the time it took a participant to select an item in the interface. The timer started after
the element was changed and finished when either a participant selected an element (whether correct or incorrect) or when the timer expired for that trial.

1.4 Experiment Design

The experimental design was a 3x3x5 within-subjects design for all 3 independent variables with the following restrictions for choosing levels of the 3 variables:

1. Each participant was assigned 30 trials
2. Each of the 3 change types occurred 10 times
3. Each of the 3 page types occurred 10 times
4. Each of the 5 change locations occurred 6 times
5. The combination of change type by page type by change location was selected at random per trial for each participant

2. Participants

A convenience sample of 32 Internet users were recruited through social media, email subscription lists, and word of mouth. The sampling was done through snowballing where each participant was asked to share the test with people they knew to gather more participants. An additional 100 participants were recruited through Amazon Mechanical Turk. Mechanical Turk participants were paid whereas volunteers found through other channels were not.

Participants were required to be over the age of 18 and to have a browser with a resolution of at least 1024x900 pixels in order to ensure that all changes that happened were visible on screen.
A brief questionnaire was shown to participants after all 30 trials were completed that asked for age range, preferred browser, and number of hours using a web browser each day (Appendix, Figure 22). Ages for participants skewed young, with the largest group (25-34) consisting of roughly 50% of the participants (Appendix, Table 4).

3. Web Application
A web application was created to test different change types that may induce change blindness. Participants were shown webpages from a mock website where an element on each page would change in some fashion. To add some realism to the experiment, the webpages were created to resemble a prototypical e-commerce site with a “home page” (Figure 6), a “category page” (Figure 7), and a “product page” (Figure 8). On each page, one of 5 elements in different change locations could change on a given trial.

4. Procedure
The overall procedure is similar to that used by Davies and Beeharee (2012) in their research on change blindness in mobile devices.

Participants were asked to visit a URL [http://cbstudy.info] to take part in the study. The home page of the site contained the informed consent form and required participants to click a button to designate they gave consent to participate (Appendix, Figure 15). The first few pages of the test website contained instructions and a practice change blindness test (Appendix, Figures 16-20). When the participant clicked “Continue to First Trial”, the trials began. Each test session lasted 30 trials. Each trial consisted of the same sequence:

1. One of the three page types was shown in the browser
2. The page remained visible for 3 seconds

3. One of the elements on the page changed according to the change type for that trial

4. After the change, a 5 second timer was started, giving the participant 5 seconds to select the element that had changed

5. If the participant selected an element on the page (correct or incorrect) or the 5 second timer ran out, a modal dialog appeared to prepare them for the next trial

(Appendix, Figure 24)
RESULTS

1. Data Filtering
Data was collected from February 23rd to March 6th, 2015. One hundred fifty six participants completed at least one trial, for a total of 4002 trials. Data for 34 participants was omitted from analysis because of failure to complete at least half the trials or outliers with response times. The remaining analysis is performed on a set of data consisting of 122 participants with 3444 trials among them. In the analysis, incorrect trials are those trials where the participant selected the wrong item after a change or failed to select an item within the given amount of time, unless otherwise noted.

2. Change Detection Accuracy
2.1 Change Type
The flicker change type had a correct detection rate of only 16.89%. The page load change type had a correct detection rate of 69.96%. The instant change had the highest correct detection rate of 75.22%. Figure 9 shows the change detection rates for each change type. The Friedman test showed the difference in detection accuracy between the 3 levels of change type was significant (p < 0.01).
A post-hoc test using Nemenyi’s critical difference showed a significant difference between the flicker change type and the page load change type ($\alpha = 0.01$, $DF = 1$), as well as the flicker change type and the instant change ($\alpha = 0.01$, $DF = 1$), but not between the page load change type and the instant change type. This means that participants were able to detect changes more accurately in the page load change type and the instant change type than in the flicker change type. However, there was no difference in detection accuracy between the instant change type and page load change type.

2.2 Page Type

The Category page type had the highest correct detection rate at 57.72%. The Home page type had the next highest correct detection rate at 53.5%. The Product page type had the
lowest correct detection rate at 51.5%. Figure 10 shows the change detection rates for each page type. The Friedman test showed the difference in detection accuracy between the 3 levels of page type was significant (p < 0.01).

![Change Detection by Page Type](change_detection.png)

**Figure 10**: Change detection accuracy by page type.

The Nemenyi critical difference also showed a significant difference between the category page type and home page type ($\alpha = 0.01$, DF = 1), and the category page type and product page type ($\alpha = 0.01$, DF = 1), but not between the home and product page types. This means change detection accuracy was most similar between the home page type and the product page type, but accuracy rates were different for the category page type compared to the other two types.
2.3 Change Location

Change detection rates were highest for the changes in the content area. Image 1 and Image 2 had correct detection rates of 64.33% and 60.58%, respectively. The Button location had a correct detection rate of 54.46%. The Logo location had a correct detection rate of 51.87%. The Search Box location had the lowest correct detection rate at 40%.

Figure 11 shows the change detection rates for each change location. The Friedman test showed the difference in detection accuracy between the 5 levels of change location was significant (p < 0.01).

![Change Detection by Change Location](image)

**Figure 11:** Change detection accuracy by change location.

The Nemenyi critical difference also showed a significant difference between some change locations compared to other change locations. There was a significant difference between the logo location and the search box location ($\alpha = 0.01$, DF = 1). There was also
a significant difference between the search box location and the button location ($\alpha = 0.01$, DF = 1), the search box location and the image 1 location ($\alpha = 0.01$, DF = 1), and the search box location and the image 2 location ($\alpha = 0.01$, DF = 1). This means that change detection accuracy rates were similar between the logo and the content area locations, but not between the search box and the content area. Also, all content area locations had similar change detection accuracy rates.

3. Response Time

Response times were analyzed on correct trials only. The response times ranged from 585 milliseconds to 4921 milliseconds. A linear regression model was created to assess the significance of change type, page type, and change location.

3.1 Change Type

In the linear regression model, change type was significant ($p < 0.01$) for all levels. The flicker change type was significantly different from the page load change type and the instant change type, and the page load change type was significantly different from the instant change type. Figure 12 shows the distribution of response times for each change type.
Figure 12: Distribution of response times by change type.

The mean and median response times for each change type are listed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change Type</th>
<th>Mean (milliseconds)</th>
<th>Median (milliseconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flicker</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>1724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page Load</td>
<td>1451</td>
<td>1321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instant</td>
<td>1369</td>
<td>1252</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Mean and median response times by change type.

3.2 Page Type

In the linear regression model, response times were significantly different between some pairs of page types. For response time, the product and home page types were
significantly different, and the category and product pages were significantly different, while the home page and category page types were not significantly different from one another. Figure 13 shows the distribution of response times for each page type.

![Response Time by Page Type](image_url)

**Figure 13:** Distribution of response times by page type.

The mean and median response times for each page type are listed in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean (milliseconds)</th>
<th>Median (milliseconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Home</td>
<td>1468</td>
<td>1311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>1421</td>
<td>1263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product</td>
<td>1526</td>
<td>1361</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2:** Mean and median response times by page type.
3.3 Change Location

In the linear regression model, some change locations were significant (p < 0.01) with regard to response times when compared to other change locations. The logo and search box were significantly different from the 3 content area changes, but they were not significantly different from each other. The button change location was also significantly different than the two image location changes. Figure 14 shows the distribution of response times for each change location.

**Figure 14:** Distribution of response times by change location.

The mean and median response times for each change location are listed in Table 3.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean (milliseconds)</th>
<th>Median (milliseconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Button</td>
<td>1397</td>
<td>1232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image 1</td>
<td>1387</td>
<td>1252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image 2</td>
<td>1331</td>
<td>1199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logo</td>
<td>1670</td>
<td>1496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search Box</td>
<td>1652</td>
<td>1486</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 3:* Mean and median response times by change location.
DISCUSSION

1. Change Detection Accuracy

1.1 Change Type

As with previous change blindness studies (Davies et al. [2012] and Huhtala et al. [2009]), change detection accuracy rates were very low for the flicker change type (or “one-shot paradigm”), with less than 20% correct detection for all participants. This further supports the notion of change blindness, in that we are almost blind to any change that occurs while our view is obstructed.

Change detection accuracy rates were significantly different for all the change type levels. Correct detection for a page load was almost 70% and around 75% for an instantaneous change. This difference between the flicker change type and the instantaneous change type is not surprising, considering that participants’ views were not obstructed during those changes. For the page load change type, though, detection rates were almost as high as when the entire page refreshed. This is different than expected, based on the concerns of Scott (2011) and Hudson (2001), in two regards: First, if a page load on the web was likely to induce change blindness in the same way as a flicker, then there should not have been a difference in detection rates between the flicker change type and the page load change type; secondly, change detection for the page load change type was different from the instantaneous change type, but only by 5%.
1.2 Page Type

Detection rates for the Category page type were significantly different from the Home page type and the Product page type. The largest difference, between the Category and Product page types, was only 6.27%, though.

It’s unclear what would cause the Category page type to have a significantly higher detection rate, but it may be due to there being fewer features in that page type for participants to attend to. The Home page type was similarly limited in features, compared to the Product page type, and shows a similar trend in having slightly more correct detections than the Product page type.

1.3 Change Location

The Logo change location and the Search Box change location had the lowest correct detection rate. These two locations were in the header of the page, above the content area of each page type. The locations were consistent, since they were part of the template used across all 3 page types, so participants actually saw these elements more throughout all the trials. However, given the lower detection rates for these two locations, participants failed to notice changes occurring outside the content area as frequently as those within the main content area. This may be attributable to “banner blindness”, where users tend to ignore elements higher on the page and farther away from the content area (Benway, 1998).
2. Response Time

2.1 Change Type
The mean response time for the flicker change type was 2 seconds, while the mean response time for the page load change type and the instant change type was 1.4 and 1.3 seconds, respectively. So, while all change types were significantly different, the difference in mean response times between the flicker change type and the other two change types (0.6-0.7 seconds) was much greater than the difference between the two non-flicker change types (0.1 seconds).

Response times by change type showed a pattern alongside detection rates: the flicker change type had the slowest response times and the lowest detection rate, followed by the page load change type, and the instant change type.

2.2 Page Type
Response times tended to be faster for the Category page type, just as detection rates were higher for that type. This is probably also a consequence of there being fewer features to attend to on that page type, as with the change detection accuracy results.

2.3 Change Location
The Logo change location and the Search Box change location had the slowest response times. Users may be accustomed to focusing initially on the content area of a webpage, rather than the header, causing them to take longer to notice things that may have happened outside the content area. As with detection rates for these change locations, the slower response times for non-content items may also be attributable to “banner blindness”. It would seem that designers should be careful attempting to get users’
attention on the outer edges of a website, such as the header, as changes more likely go unnoticed there or take longer to notice.

3. Limitations

Some aspects of the experimental and interface designs limit the results of this study. For the experimental design, having participants volunteer through social media and Mechanical Turk introduces some variability into the test setting. There is some ecological validity in having users perform tasks in an environment they are comfortable with, but some control over the testing environment is surrendered.

The incidental significance of page type and change location somewhat complicates analysis, as these were intended to not have an impact in the study. These variables are considered in every model that was created, though, so their influence is taken into consideration.

The mock web page interface that was created had a minimum screen resolution requirement of 1024 by 900 pixels. This excluded a large number of participants that did not have screens with high enough resolutions to display everything on screen at once. This requirement was necessary to prevent changes from happening off screen, where they would never be noticed, but future interface studies should consider the average screen resolution of web users if not performing tests in a controlled lab environment.

The mock web pages were also smaller in size than average web pages. According to the HTTP Archive (2015), the average web page size is 2008 KB (Kilobytes), whereas the average web page size for this experimental interface was 307.3 KB. Future studies researching interfaces on the web should strive for more realistic page sizes so that caching, bandwidth, and page load time are more representative of real world websites.
**CONCLUSION**

The traditional web page model may resemble the one-shot paradigm, with its “flicker” of a blank screen in between web pages, but, as is evident from this research, it does not create the same problems for users regarding change detection accuracy or response times. This should ease the concerns of practitioners and academics that the web is hindered in its architecture compared to desktop applications, or other “continuous” interfaces. Furthermore, instantaneous changes on web pages were significantly different from a page load, in terms of change detection accuracy and user response time. However, the difference in detection rates was small (5%) and the difference in response times was small (0.1 seconds). The results for the instantaneous changes are small improvements over a page load, but further support the reasoning behind developing “single page applications”. A single page application is intended to be a website that mimics desktop application behavior through heavy use of AJAX and minimizing full page refreshes (Wasson, 2013). As shown here, instantaneous changes on a web page where there is no request to the server are less susceptible to change blindness than when a page loads. So, while the page-by-page model of the web does not cause change blindness as much as feared, it can be marginally improved upon through the use of instant feedback on the client of an application.

Future research should test constrained bandwidth scenarios and more complex user interfaces. Also, some research has been done on animations and transitions (Huhtala et
al., 2009) and their potential for overcoming change blindness, but the current research exists for continuous interfaces. It would be useful to adapt such research to the web and determine how different web application architectures can benefit from the use of animations and transitions in minimizing change blindness.

**Source Code and Data**

The source code for the web application is available at:

https://github.com/headquarters/change-blindness. The data analyzed in this research study is available upon request.
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APPENDIX

Change Blindness Test

Please read the following study details before participating:

This test is part of a study to determine if the way web pages load causes users to miss visual changes between pages. The principal investigator is Michael Head, a graduate student in the School of Information & Library Science at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. He can be contacted with questions at mhead@live.unc.edu. The faculty advisor is Todd Barlow, who can be contacted at todd.barlow@sas.com.

The test consists of 30 rounds of attentional trials. For each trial, you will be shown a web page for 3 seconds, followed by the same page with one element of the page altered. You will have 5 seconds to select the element that changed before the next round. These instructions will appear again before the trials begin.

After all 30 trials, you will be asked to answer a few brief questions about your age group and your web browser usage.

No personally identifiable information will be recorded.

The test should take about 5-10 minutes, but you may stop taking the test at any time. Please only complete the test once.

By proceeding, you indicate that you are over 18 years of age and give your consent to participate in this study.

[Begin the Test]

Figure 15: The home page to the Change Blindness Test web application, which included the informed consent form.
Change Blindness Test

Practice

Before beginning the actual change blindness test, we'll practice selecting an area that changes in a sample page.

Continue to Practice Instructions

Figure 16: Practice page 1
Change Blindness Test

Practice Instructions

1. You will be shown a web page.
2. After 3 seconds, one of the elements on the page will change. For example, text may change or an image may change.
3. You have 5 seconds to select the element that changed.
4. Select the element that changed by clicking on it.
5. If you do not select an element, the study will continue.

Start Practice

Figure 17: Practice page 2
Change Blindness Test

Choose from thousands of vehicles in dozens of styles—cars, trucks, vans, and more!

Rent a Truck
Rent a Sedan
Rent a Coupe

Figure 18: Practice page 3
Change Blindness Test

Correct. You may continue practicing or start the test now.

Practice Again  Continue to Test Instructions

Figure 19: Practice page 4
Change Blindness Test

Start the Test

As a reminder, there are 30 trials. Each trial consists of:

1. You will be shown a web page.
2. After 3 seconds, one of the elements on the page will change. For example, text may change or an image may change.
3. You have 5 seconds to select the element that changed.
4. Select the element that changed by clicking on it.
5. If you do not select an element, the study will continue.

Continue to First Trial

Figure 20: Practice page 5
Figure 21: Post-trial modal dialog
Figure 22: A short demographic questionnaire was presented to participants after they completed the last trial.
Change Blindness Test

Test Complete

Thank you for taking the time to participate in this study!

You selected the correct element 27 out of 30 times.
Your average time to select the correct element was 1.62 seconds.

Spread the Word

Invite others to take part in this study:

![Facebook](https://example.com/facebook.png) ![Twitter](https://example.com/twitter.png) ![Email](https://example.com/email.png)

Figure 23: The final results page shown to participants when they completed the test.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Range</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>13.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>50.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-44</td>
<td>25.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-54</td>
<td>7.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55-60</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60+</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 4: Distribution of age ranges for all participants (n=156)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preferred Browser</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chrome</td>
<td>65.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firefox</td>
<td>29.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet Explorer</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opera</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safari</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 5: Distribution of preferred browser for all participants (n=156)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hours Using a Web Browser Per Day</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-2 hours</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-5 hours</td>
<td>25.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-8 hours</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9+ hours</td>
<td>30.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 6: Distribution of hours spent using a web browser per day for all participants (n=156)*